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Sammanfattning 
Modular Management AB (MM) är en konsultfirma som arbetar med att implementera 

Modulära produktarkitekturer hos produktutvecklande företag. Företaget grundades i 

Stockholm år 1996 där huvudkontoret ligger än idag. De är världsledande inom sin genre och 

på grund av stor efterfrågan har kontor uppförts även i USAoch i Kina.  

Detta examensarbete är utfört på uppdrag av MM och har genomförts med hjälp  av deras 

kunder i Finland samt kundens CAD-leverantör. Det behandlar modularisering och hur detta 

realiseras med hjälp av datorbaserad konstruktion (CAD). Detta är en MMs produkter och den 

kallas Modular Modeling. Den är sekretessbelagd, varpå större delar av resultaten är uteslutna 

i rapporten.  

Målet är att hitta en flexibel, robust och samtidigt lättanvänd metod för att tillämpa Modular 

Modeling i Siemens NX 7.5 i kontext av Product Lifecycle Management- (PLM) systemet 

Teamcenter. MM har tidigare tillämpat Modular Modeling™ med liknande arbeten för 

programvarorna ProEngineer och Solidworks.  

Arbetet inleddes med studier och analysering av modularisering och mjukvarorna som 

använts. Analysen resulterade i en kravlista som omformats till operationer, som krävs för att 

till fullo stödja Modular Modeling. Lösningar till operationerna söktes med hjälp av 

modellering i NX och Teamcenter. Dessa lösningar utvärderades sedan metodiskt varpå en 

fullständig metod kunde erhållas.  

Under arbetets gång har de största svårigheterna varit att hitta alternativa lösningar då en 

specifik funktionalitet saknas i programvaran samt att få tillgång till en Teamcenter testmiljö.  

Arbetetsresultat är en metod som till fullo stödjer Modular Modeling även om ett par 

operationer behöver lite extra åtgärder. Metoden har dokumenterats i form av en 

användarguide som ska användas av MMs kunder samt presentationsmaterial som ska 

användas av MMs konsulter för att kommunicera metoden.   
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Abstract 
Modular Management AB (MM) is a consulting company that implements modularization at 

product developing companies. It was founded in Stockholm in 1996 where the head office 

still is today. They are World-leading in its genre and because of big customer requests 

offices have been established in USA and in China.  

This thesis has been executed by request of MM with help from their customers and their 

CAD-suppliers.   

It treats modularization and how it can be realized with the help of Computer Aided Design 

(CAD). This is a product of MM that is called Modular Modeling and because of 

confidentiality a great part of the results has been left out of the report.  

The aim is to find a flexible yet robust and intuitive method to deploy modularization with 

Siemens CAD software NX7.5 in context of its Product Lifecycle Management- (PLM) 

system Teamcenter.  

The thesis began with studies and analyses of both modularization and the software that have 

been used. The outcome of the analysis is a list of requirements that has been translated into 

operations required for a fully supported Modular Modeling. Solutions to these have then 

been found by modeling in NX and Teamcenter. These were then methodically evaluated and 

a method has been extracted. 

During the thesis the biggest difficulties have been to find alternate solutions to specific 

functionality that is not provided without finding a workaround but also to get access to a 

Teamcenter test environment.  

The result of the thesis is a method that fully supports Modular Modeling even if some 

operations require a workaround. This method has been documented in a user guide which 

will be used by customers of MM and presentation material that communicates the method 

and which will be used by consultants of MM.
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PDM  Product Data Management 
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MFD  Modular Function Deployment™ 

MD  Modular Design™ 

CAST   Computer Assisted Self Teach  

BOM  Bill of Material 

TDD  Top-Down-Design 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background, the definition of the task, the purpose, the limitations 

and the methods used in the presented project. 

1.1 Background 

Modular Management AB (MM) is a product development consulting company with a core 

consisting of a working model for approaching and implementing modularization in an 

organized and effective way
1.
 The firm was established in Sweden in 1996 and has today 

offices in Sweden, United States and Taiwan. Together they provide services to customers in 

Europe, South- and North America, India and China.  

MM provides services which cover the complete product-life-cycle. In this cycle there is a 

design phase which is called Modular Design
*
. This phase includes realization of 

modularization which is done mainly by using Computer Aided Design (CAD). This 

methodology is captured in the product Modular Modeling
*
. Since CAD-software differs the 

solutions of the deployment of Modular Modeling has to be developed for each software that 

is used by the customers of MM.  

Lately MM have acquired several clients using Siemens NX and its dedicated PLM system 

Teamcenter and since MM wants to assist their clients Modular Modeling needs to be 

deployed in this suite of software. 

1.2 Task definition 

A procedure that deploys Modular Modeling for Siemens NX 7.5 in an integrated 

environment of Teamcenter is to be developed. Out of this procedure a self-teach guide and a 

presentation that communicates Modular Modeling is going to be extracted: 

The objective with the guide is that a designer shall be able to learn how to implement 

Modular Modeling in the design with NX and particularly in version 7.5. The designer, with 

an intermediate knowledge level of NX7.5, shall be able to follow the steps and understand 

why they are necessary.  

The intent with the presentation is that consultants of MM shall, in an informative way, 

communicate how to deploy Modular Modeling in NX, version 7.5 in particular, in context of 

Teamcenter. 

                                                

1 http://www.modular.se 

* Modular Design and Modular Modeling are trademarks of Modular Management AB 

http://www.modular.se/
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1.3 Purpose and delimitation 

The purpose is to find multiple solutions to deploy Modular Modeling in Siemens NX7.5 and 

Teamcenter and evaluate these and find the best overall solution in order to enable MM to 

offer their full service. When this is done a guide that teaches the deployment and also a 

presentation with the purpose to convey the deployment is going to be developed.  

The following applications in NX have been left out: Advanced Simulation, Motion 

Simulation and Manufacturing. The reason is that they are considered to be of little help for 

this subject and since the time frame is short this was considered to be of too low priority. 

1.4 Method 

In order to obtain a good overview of the thesis and to break down the task into smaller parts 

a time plan has been extracted, it can be seen in Appendix A: Time Plan. 

1.4.1 Studies 

The methods for this project has been planned and refined during the course of the project. To 

begin with an eight week frame of reference literature study was performed with the aim to 

provide relevant background information within the subject of modularization and Modular 

Modeling. Simultaneously focus was also laid upon learning and examining the software 

NX7.5 and Teamcenter.  

1.4.1.1 MODULARIZATION IN GENERAL 

To be able to develop a deployment a good understanding of modularization, and MM’s way 

of using CAD/PDM software to be used according to Modular Modeling™, is required.  

The chosen methods to get this understanding are: literature studies, participation of 

presentations and seminars given by the tutor at MM, Jakob Åsell, and also studies of 

presentation slides available at MM.  

1.4.1.2 MODULARIZATION SPECIFICALLY FOR CAD AND PLM 

To learn the essence of the Modular Modeling methodology, according to MM, studies of the 

two deployments available have taken place. One is developed for ProEngineer and the other 

one for SolidWorks. Also participation in seminars, given by Jakob Åsell, and studies of 

presentation slides available from MM have been part of the learning process. 

1.4.1.3 NX7.5 AND TEAMCENTER 

There are many ways of learning NX7.5 and also Teamcenter. It is possible to work through 

tutorials found on the web, literature studies, take part in courses given by e.g. Gesab2 and 

VPM Struktur3, work through Siemens own Computer Assisted Self Teach (CAST) and by 

self exploratory.  

The learning of NX7.5 has mainly consisted of CAST, but also by studying and doing 

exercises out of the literature, by studying and questioning on web forums, by studying 

                                                
2 http://www.utbildning.se/Intermediate_NX_Design_and_Assemblies_111904.htm 

3 http://www.vpmstruktur.se/index.php/nx-relationsmodellering 

http://www.utbildning.se/Intermediate_NX_Design_and_Assemblies_111904.htm
http://www.vpmstruktur.se/index.php/nx-relationsmodellering
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material found on the web and in the help application in NX and by asking some of Finland’s 

greatest NX and Teamcenter super users.  

1.4.1.4 LITERATURE 

For the frame of reference the following literature has been used: 

Samuel S, Stevenson B, Pragada A, Weeks El. (2010) Basic to advanced NX7.5 Modeling, 

Drafting and Assemblies. San José  

Ericsson A, Erixon G, Ph.D. (1999). Controlling Design Variants Modular Product Platforms. 

Stockholm 

(2010)
 
Modular Design Playbook, Guidelines for Assessing the Benefits and Risks of Modular 

Design
4
  

(2006) ISO 16792, Technical product documentation — Digital product definition data 

practices 

(2010) What’s New in NX 7 and 7.5
5
 

(2007) Using Sketch Driven Assemblies for 

Design Automation & Re-Use
6
 

(2010) Large Assy NX Roundtable.pdf
7
 

(2010) Product and Manufacturing 

Information (PMI) management 
8
 

(2011) NX I-deas Master Modeler
9
 

 

1.4.2 Analysis of risks 

To be well prepared for the work an analysis of risks was extracted in the planning phase of 

the thesis. This raises the risks that might occur and the consequences if they do. For those 

that seemed to be critical a plan of action has been extracted, see chapter: Specification of 

requirements to be fulfilled in the deployment. 

1.4.3 Analysis and list of requirements  

An analysis of what is required to achieve the main goal of the project, to successfully find a 

good deployment of Modular Modeling for NX in context of Teamcenter, has been extracted 

and the result of the analysis is a list of requirements which is used as a base for the 

evaluation phase. 

                                                
4 http://www.modular.se/wpmodular/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/Modular-Design-Playbook1.pdf 

5 http://www.camdivision.pl/pdf_strona/nx/WhatsNew_NX75_960.pdf 

6 http://www.sherpa-design.com/kb/SketchDrivenAssemblies.pdf 

7 http://www.plmworld.org/files/2010/12/Large_Assy_NX_Roundtable.pdf 

8 http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/Images/9645_tcm1023-4581.pdf 

9 http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/Images/2806_tcm1023-4301.pdf 

http://www.plmworld.org/files/2010/12/Large_Assy_NX_Roundtable.pdf
http://www.plmworld.org/files/2010/12/Large_Assy_NX_Roundtable.pdf
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1.4.4 Evaluation  

The evaluation process is one of the biggest parts of this thesis. It starts with development of 

matrices which later are discussed with people from MM and advanced NX- and Teamcenter 

experts in Finland.  

1.4.4.1 DECISION MATRICES 

To be able to evaluate all or at least the most suitable solutions per operation and to find the 

best path which contains all operations a tool that structures the evaluation is required. The 

chosen tool for this is decision matrices put up in Excel.  

By working this way there is a good possibility to find the best deployment of Modular 

Modeling in NX7.5 and Teamcenter, it also results in a useful document that can be referred 

to when approaching clients who questions a specific solution.  

1.4.4.2 DISCUSSION 

Because of the complexity of the task the solutions extracted and the evaluations performed 

have been discussed with experts in the areas of modularization, NX and Teamcenter. The 

result of the discussions is refinements of the deployment. 

1.4.4.3 GUIDE AND PRESENTATION 

The guide and the presentation have been evaluated by staff at MM but also by their 

customers in Europe and China, since they are the end users and it is important to get 

feedback on how they perceive the different steps.  

1.5 Depiction of guide and presentation material 

The guide and presentation have been extracted by using Word and Excel and the greater part 

of the material has mostly been taken from the work done during the thesis but also from 

documents already extracted by MM.  
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

This chapter presents the theoretical reference frame that is necessary for the performed 

research and deployment. 

2.1 Modularization in general 

Modularization has a great effect on a company, its suppliers and customers. In the following 

chapter this is described at a more detailed level.  

2.1.1 The idea of modularization and its benefits 

Modularization is a mindset in product development which has, when adopted correctly, a 

positive effect on major parts of the company/organization
10

.  

The core of modularization is the modules which can be specified as common building blocks 

which have standardized interfaces, the modules should also address company specific 

reasons. This latter definition is unique for MFD. These strategic reasons are identified by 

module drivers
11

. By implementing modularization the market needs and requirements, future 

trends and competitors are thoroughly analyzed and the result of these analyses is used in the 

design of the Modular Product Architecture where features sharing the same module driver is 

placed in the same modules. In the book Controlling Design Variants Modular Product 

Platforms by Ericsson and Erixon Ph.D the following quotations are published: 

 

“The objective of a modular product platform is to create a strategically flexible product 

design that allows product variations without requiring changes in the overall product design 

every time a new product variant is introduced”. 

 

“The modular approach implies building an optimal product assortment that takes into 

consideration development, design, variety, manufacture, quality purchase and after-sales 

service, in other words, the entire product-life-cycle”. 

 

“By adopting a modular product platform the company has a great opportunity to increase its 

rank in the three existing value disciplines which are Operational Excellence, Customer 

Intimacy and Product Leadership”.  

 

These are great summarizations of modularization and its effects. 

                                                
10 Ericsson A, Erixon G, Ph.D. (1999). Controlling Design Variants Modular Product Platforms. P10. 

Stockholm 

11 Föreläsning 1, Modulindelning av Produkter MG2020, (2009) 
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Figure 1, Value Disciplines 

2.1.1.1 PRODUCT LEADERSHIP 

By doing the analysis of different modules and their respective module driver all high 

technology components can be gathered in some few modules. This gives the advantage to 

easily upgrade a product in future launches by simply exchanging the old module with the 

new that has the latest technology. This also simplifies the integration of innovations in 

already designed products. In this way the product can carry the latest features and functions 

and thereby have the best available product performance and keep its leadership position on 

the market.  And this is also done in a cost effective way.   

2.1.1.2 OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

To make production as efficient as possible, parts of the product requiring the same specific 

production process are clustered together. Suitable work content, special process skills, 

manageable ergonomics, and long lead-time processes are all reasons for forming a module 

that enhances an efficiently organized approach. 

A module might hold many variants which might be hard to assemble, however if 

modularised in a correct way all the variants has the same interfaces which means that it is as 

easy to assemble equal products as it is to assemble a product consisting of many variants in 

order to get different product specifications. Modularization therefore simplifies the 

assemblance of products and many manufacturing operations can be standardized using 

dedicated production lines. This means that manufacturing machines can be standardized 

which increases the possibilities for better service and maintenance but also fewer machines 

might be required.   

Because of the standardization of interfaces and the standardization and reuse of different 

modules the part number count will, in most cases, heavily decrease whereas the amount of 

each article will increase. This gives the opportunity to benefit from economies of scale and 

also to reduce the number of suppliers which in turn opens the opportunity for deeper 

relationships and more integrated product development with those remaining suppliers. 
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2.1.1.3 CUSTOMER INTIMACY 

A modular product platform is very flexible since variants of a module easily can be replaced 

with similar ones though with some specification differentiation.  This gives the company the 

ability to have a close relation to their customers where they can listen to their demands and 

customize the products in a way that fulfils these.  

Because some of the reasons listed under Operational Excellence shortened lead time can be 

achieved which increases the possibilities to build the products on order (pull-production) 

which also will add value to the customer intimacy. 

2.1.1.4 MODULE DRIVERS 

Below is a description of each module driver. These can be derived to the value disciplines 

and also to the main area that they affect. This classification is however vague since the 

drivers might have impact in more than one discipline and this might also be company 

specific depending on how they are interpreted. This classification is visualized in Figure 2, 

Mapping of Module Drivers. 

Product Leadership  

 Technology evolution: for parts that are likely to change because of new technology, 

mechanical technology evolves to mechatronic or new materials are developed with 

properties that have not been available before
12

. This driver is also used for change in 

customer demands which might be “greener products” or a combination of above 

mentioned where e.g. new technology of capacitive touch screen input instead of 

traditional physical keyboards has affected customer demands.   

 Planned Design Changes: There are many reasons why a company might want to 

change their products. These reasons can be a willing to decrease production cost or to 

increase customer satisfaction. The products with this driver are therefore likely to be 

developed and changed.  

Operational Excellence 

 Carryover: a part that may be used for several generations since there is no design 

changes in the near future. This is often used for products that are mature on the 

market with few or none innovations. 

 Common unit: parts with this driver have one or more product properties with no 

variance required by the customers. While carryover parts have a long lifetime a 

common unit part has a large and more intense production volume. If those can be 

combined the company has great potential especially in operational excellence. 

However there is a risk that over usage of these drivers after a while does not satisfy 

the customers and then the way back to once again deliver the products that the 

customers search for might be hard.  

 Process/organizational: the manufacturing and assembly of parts and products are 

considered in this module. Parts requiring the same operations and parts with the same 

lead-time can be clustered together.  

 Supplier availability: some parts and subsystems might be more suitable to out-

source the manufacturing of and maybe even also the development of. It might be 

                                                

12 Ericsson A, Erixon G, Ph.D. (1999). Controlling Design Variants Modular Product Platforms. P20-. 
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technology and resources that cannot be obtained in-house or that requires a lot of 

special machines. It might also be a supplier that already offers the subsystem 

required.   

 Recycling: this driver has, the last decade, had an enormous boom where customers 

have been a lot more aware of what to buy and how to recycle their products. By 

collecting environmental hostile parts in as few modules as possible and at the same 

time try to gather parts consisting of the same material in the same modules the 

recycling can be handled more simply and efficiently.  

Customer Intimacy 

 Styling: To attract customers and to communicate a brand value, styling parts are 

often used. These parts might differ in its geometry but also by colouring. This is often 

an easy way to increase variations.  

 Different specification: products with this driver have variance in order to enable a 

customization which will satisfy a certain demand that differs for all customers. The 

later in the production chain this variance is implemented the better considering 

inventory savings and lower overall costs.   

 Upgrading: products in fast evolving markets and products where performance and 

renewal are important upgrading of hard- and software are of great importance. By 

cluster parts with this driver enables a relatively easy and cheap upgrading of the 

product.   

 Service/maintenance: it is much appreciated and often a requirement from the 

customers that parts that are exposed in tough environments and wear parts are easy to 

maintain and service whereas those parts advantageously can be clustered into the 

same module.  
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Figure 2, Mapping of Module Drivers 

2.1.2 Modules and interfaces 

A module can be specified as a common building block utilizing a set of standardized 

interfaces, which have been developed for a specific reason (module driver). The interfaces 

can be seen as information carriers and they are divided into the following six different types: 

 Attachment: represents the physical connection between two modules. 

 Transfer: enables fluids, electricity etc. to flow from one module to another. 

 Command and Control: changes the state of one component. Might for example be 

digital or analog signals or software interfaces.  

 Spatial: areas where form and shape is critical for the functions of the module. 

 Field: arises when one or many components generate heat, magnetic fields, vibrations 

etc. that affects other components.  

 Environmental: accounts for usage in a climate affected by abnormal temperature or 

moisture etc. 
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2.2 Modular Modeling -documenting a Modular 
Architecture using CAD and PLM  

It is in the design phase that modularization is realized and it is in this process that CAD and 

PLM has its most use13. The different steps in the design phase is, in chronologic order, the 

design of interfaces and modules, the creation of product architectures, design of module 

variants and finally the configuration of the product. This is done by using the data gathered 

from the earlier analyses and work.  

The Modular Modeling covers the following disciplines: mechanical-, hardware-, software- 

and electrical design where mechanical design is the most common in Modular Modeling.   

2.2.1 Design approaches 

When working with assemblies in CAD there are three main approaches to use.14 The 

“Bottom-Up” design where the assembly is created by combining existing parts in assembly 

files. The “Top-Down-Design” (TDD) where the assembly is created first and then the 

components are created in that assembly15.  The third one is a mix of the first two and it is 

called design in context.  

Modular Modeling is using them all but at different stages. The one that is used the most for 

Modular Modeling is TDD which is described more 

in detail below. 

The TDD approach is a method developed to build 

very robust CAD-models. The idea with the method 

is placing critical information in a high-level location, 

skeleton(s), and then communicate that information to 

the lower levels of the product structure (modules and 

variants). The low level components will be 

associative to the skeleton(s). This enables 

modification of one skeleton that will update all 

affected components. This means that reference 

geometry plays a centralized role in this technique. 

These skeletons can be used to create an architectural 

model that defines regions of an assembly. These 

regions can represent the volume to be occupied or 

avoided by one or more components that have yet to 

be created. The skeleton model representing the 

volume of these regions can then be referenced during 

the construction of these components to ensure they 

fall within the location and volume limitations. This 

skeleton is often referred to as the black-box. 

                                                
13 Modular Management AB. Stockholm Sweden. 2007. MMD full 071029. Jakob Åsell.  

 

14 Samuel S, Stevenson B, Pragada A, Weeks El. (2010) Basic to advanced NX7.5 Modeling, Drafting and 

Assemblies. P 398- 

15 http://www.caduser.com/reviews/reviews.asp?a_id=247 

Figure 3. Illustration of TDD 

http://www.caduser.com/reviews/reviews.asp?a_id=247
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Skeletons can also be used to define interfaces between components. This also enables easy 

coordination of assembly constraints and it is well suited for configuration tools. 

Because of all these pros the technique is considered to be best practice for CAD. 

2.2.2 Introduction to Modular Modeling  

Modular Modeling™ is a procedure that utilizes the embedded functionality of CAD and 

PDM/PLM systems as well as configurator tools to build a governance model. 

 By designing CAD models in a specific way the PDM/PLM-system will be able to interpret 

the relationships between CAD models. It will also support the use of internal and/or external 

configurators which can be used to automate generation of customized 3D models and 

drawings thereof.  

By administrating the authorization of specific models in a PDM/PLM-system (interfaces, 

modules and product templates) the complete design of the platform will be governed, the 

relationships created facilitates this operation and also enables navigation and exploration of 

the modular product architecture. 

2.2.3 The six core steps of Modular Modeling 

Since Modular Modeling is a product provided by MM the theory of these steps cannot be 

explained in detail whereas they are only stated:  

 Step one: Define interface geometry 

 Step two: Define module geometry 

 Step three: Define architectural model 

 Step four: Define module variants 

 Step five: Organize module variants per module 

 Step six: Generate product configurations 

 

2.2.4 Modular Modeling Interfaces 

2.2.4.1 ATTACHMENT INTERFACES: 

Communicates how the physical connection between components is engineered and it also 

enables easy modeling for the realization
16

.   

2.2.4.2  TRANSFER INTERFACES: 

 Visualizes and communicates data that is transferred between modules. Might be realized in 

CAD with geometry in form of a swipe command and a dedicated color and transparency but 

since this is not “real components” this must be excluded in the BOMs. 

2.2.4.3 SPATIAL INTERFACES: 

This interface serves as space/volume reservation or shape definition in order to secure that 

there is no collision or a good fit.  

                                                
16 Modular Management AB. Stockholm Sweden. 2007. MMD full 071029. Jakob Åsell 
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2.2.5 Envelope  

Defines the geometry where the belonging variants have to fit inside. It also serves as 

geometric reference and placeholder for the interfaces. 

2.2.6 Modules 

A module is a part or assembly that contains one envelope and one or more interfaces. This 

will be the base of each module variant and since changes of the design in the late stages of 

the Modular Modeling is likely it is very important that changes in interfaces have impact in 

every module and module variant that it is used in, i.e. it has to be associative. Also changes 

in components have to be verified to the envelope in order to secure that no interference has 

appeared. 

2.2.7 Module Variants 

Module variants are assemblies created with the module as base. The module variants have to 

fit within the module and they consist of “real” components and some of them will form the 

“realization” of interfaces and since those might experience design changes it is very 

important that also the components get updated. 

2.2.8 Architecture and Product 

The architecture is the base assembly where the modules are assembled. This assembly serves 

as a product template where modules can be replaced by “real” module variants and in this 

way turn into a product. A product is achieved when all modules in an architecture has been 

replaced with module variants and thus represents a physical product that can be 

manufactured and delivered to customers 

2.3 Decision Matrix 

A tool to structure and evaluate the problem is required and for that a decision matrix is very 

suitable since it enables organization and structuring of the task in a simple way. It also 

enables evaluation of many criteria at the same time and those criteria can be given a weight 

to justify the decision even more
17

. The most well known decision matrix is the Pugh matrix. 

This method uses one alternative as a reference and then other alternatives are evaluated 

against the reference based on different criteria. If it is worse than the reference it gets a (-) 

and if it is better it gets a (+) and if it is the same it gets a (0). The signs are then added for 

each solution and the one with the highest value is considered to be the best alternative. This 

method can be easily modified by adding a weight and changing the scale from – 0 + to e.g. 

1,2,3,4,5 or 1,3,9.  

2.4 NX7.5 and Teamcenter 

NX is Siemens CAD-software which enables engineers to design with the aid of computers. It 

supports many applications such as Modeling, Assembling, Tooling, FEM-analyses, Studio, 

                                                
17 http://asq.org/learn-about-quality/decision-making-tools/overview/decision-matrix.html 

http://asq.org/learn-about-quality/decision-making-tools/overview/decision-matrix.html
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Manufacturing, Shipbuilding and Product and Manufacturing Information. The outputs of NX 

are files containing parts, assemblies, drawings 3D-visualisations, text codes etc. 

These files, together with associated files such as market research and service manuals, are 

organized in Siemens PLM software, Teamcenter. This software also enables viewing of 

designs and the possibility to configure products. 

The learning process of NX has mostly consisted of stepping through the CAST which covers 

most of the features and functions which are included in the software. Also tutorials given in 

the book “Basic to advanced NX7.5 Modeling, Drafting and Assemblies”(2010) by: Samuel S, 

Stevenson B, Pragada A and Weeks E, have been part of the learning process. At last internet 

has been of great help when searching for solutions especially the NX specific work forum for 

professional engineers where I have even posted questions and gotten great answers
18

.  

  

                                                
18 http://www.eng-tips.com/threadminder.cfm?pid=561 

http://www.eng-tips.com/threadminder.cfm?pid=561
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3 ANALYSES AND IMPLEMENTATION  

This chapter presents analyses performed in order to get a smooth running project and also 

to be able to proceed with the project. It also describes how this has been implemented. 

3.1 Analyses 

3.1.1 Analysis of risks 

An analysis of risks has been extracted (see, Appendix B: Analysis of Risks) and three risks 

were considered to be crucial and therefore in need of a plan of action. In the following these 

high risks are stated in the context of their plan. 

Cannot get the school to setup a Teamcenter test environment 

Plan: Contact clients of Modular Management and persuade them to let me test on their 

system.  

Contact Siemens to find out if there is any chance to get an account on any of their 

Teamcenter servers. 

Cannot find a way to get all desired information in an interface 

Plan: Try to write a macro or script that enables all information in an interface. 

Examine if anyone at the company can write a macro or a script or even find another solution. 

Contact Siemens or other suitable company that might help to get around the problem. 

Split into several interfaces. 

Cannot make the deployment as easy to follow as required to get the clients to like and 

adopt it 

Plan: Let someone who knows NX work through the deployment and give feedback which 

can be used for simplification and clarification.  

Cannot complete the whole task in time 

Plan: Get help from my supervisor at Modular Management. 

Prolong the schedule. 

Add limitations to the scope. 

3.1.2 Analysis of Modular Modeling 

The analysis was performed to obtain the requirements for Modular Modeling. It was based on 

the studies of the frame of reference. Out of all the theory an analysis of what is affecting the 

modeling was sorted out and further analyzed into requirements. These can be seen in the 

Specification of requirements to be fulfilled in the deployment.  

The theory of Modular Modeling
 
is a rather new subject and a lot of things still remain to find 

out and document. I’ve done some analyses of the spatial interface and of some of the module 

drivers and their effect on envelopes and interfaces. The conclusions are documented in the 

following: 
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3.1.2.1 SPATIAL INTERFACES 

There are many reasons why a reservation might be required and I would prefer to divide 

these into three categories for the following situations: 

 Moving parts: this requires design features where motion can be simulated. This is 

usually not that hard but if it is for a new design it can be a tough challenge.  

 Service and maintenance: this requires extra space that enables service of the module. 

Hopefully the procedure for the service and maintenance is already known whereas 

this interface can get very detailed.  

 Future design changes: this interface is very hard to anticipate since no one knows for 

sure what the future brings. Hopefully there is however a plan which may be taken 

into consideration when designing this interface.  

3.1.2.2 ENVELOPES AND INTERFACES 

To use attachment points designed in the envelope might be considered more robust than to 

keep those in the interfaces since it is more likely that one interface changes than that the 

envelope itself gets replaced. 

3.1.2.3 MODULE DRIVERS AFFECT ON MODULAR MODELING 

Different module drivers put different requirement on the interfaces and especially the 

envelopes regarding how well defined they are allowed to- and can be. Following is a short 

description of the outcome of the analysis performed: 

 Service/maintenance: requires extra space to enable the service and maintenance. 

 Upgrading: depends on type of upgrading, a muffler that gets replaced by a bigger 

one surely requires extra space but if it is a software update no special attention 

has to be taken into account.   

 Different specification: this driver often gives different sizes of the module 

whereas different envelopes or different partitions of an envelope might be useful. 

This has great affect on the interference between modules in the architecture. 

 Styling: if the geometry differs the envelope might be extracted by superimposing 

them all whereas all styling is put together and the outer surface is used to create 

the envelope. Features to be used for this can be found in Appendix C: Modular 

Modeling Training Guide for Siemens NX7.5 In Context of Teamcenter 6.   

 Recycling: Modules with this driver should be easy to disassemble whereas the 

attachment interfaces used should be taken into extra consideration.  

 Supplier availability: if the manufacturing of the module is going to be outsourced 

it is of great importance that there are well defined tolerances on the attachment 

interfaces and it should also be stated clearly that all design has to fit inside the 

envelope.   

 Common unit: Since these modules will be used in many product family members 

it is of great importance to get the envelope and the interfaces as detailed as 

possible in order to reserve as little space as possible. 

 Carryover: these modules are going to be used for the coming generations which 

highly restrict changes of the geometry once the module is created and approved. 
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This gives the ability to create a well specified envelope with high detailed 

geometry. 

 Planned Design Changes: For these modules it is probably beneficial to add extra 

space since no one knows exactly what the next generation is going to look like.  

 Technology evolution might require extra space but may also allow high and tight 

detailed geometry if it is for sure that coming products will have the same size or 

even smaller. Important that interfaces are well defined in order to have a fully 

working architecture.   

3.1.2.4 MODULE BUILDERS 

In order to create, organize and be able to control the module in an effective way an assembly 

called module builder might be used. In this assembly the interfaces and the envelope that is 

going to be included in the module is added. Also the part that collects all data is added. This 

part is then used as a module skeleton.  

3.2 NX7.5 and Teamcenter 

To be able to execute the evaluation phase many CAD-files were created. Depending on the 

operation to evaluate there was different need in terms of amount of parts and their features. 

For some operations one part was enough and it was even possible to reuse parts from earlier 

operations and that part could then be used to evaluate all possible solutions. However in 

some operations it was not possible to reuse parts and also new parts had to be created for 

each solution i.e. one part could not be used for evaluating all solutions in one operation.  

For one path which covers all requirements for Modular Modeling three different “base parts” 

to serve as modules have been created and to each of these two or more variants have been 

created. Also two different interface parts and one assembly, to serve as both architecture and 

product, have been created. The result of these can be seen in the following figures: Figure 5, 

Interfaces, Figure 6, Envelopes, Figure 7, Modules and Figure 8, Architecture and Product.  

To find all solutions most of the features offered in NX were tried and evaluated, this includes 

material adding- and subtracting features, notes, analyses, patterns, link creations etc. The 

most common used applications for this were: Modeling, Drafting and Sheet Metal. How all 

objects were created can be studied in Appendix C: Modular Modeling Training Guide for 

Siemens NX7.5 In Context of Teamcenter 6. 

3.3 Evaluation of solutions for the required operations of 
Modular Modeling 

To achieve a robust and adequate Modular Modeling all the specification of requirements 

have to be fulfilled and to find the best way of working a thorough evaluation of different 

methods have taken place.  This evaluation has been divided into two levels.  

In the first level evaluation matrices have been extracted with the aim to cover all the 

requirements. Each matrix treats one operation which has been analyzed and assigned 

parameters, see Appendix D: Evaluation Matrices. All useful solutions have thereafter been 

listed and evaluated against each parameter. The evaluation results in a score per solution and 
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parameter. The score of one is assigned if it does not work, a score of six if it works but 

requires repairing or extra work and if it is a solution that fulfills the parameter without any 

needs of after treatment it gets the score of nine
19

. The reason why the more commonly used 

1, 3 and 9 has not been used is that it is of greater importance to sort out solutions which do 

not fulfill all parameters than to diverge the ones that require a little hands on and the ones 

that works well at once. 

 In some cases there is no outstanding solution whereas the parameters have been weighed 

after its importance. If it is a delighter it gets a weight of two and if it is of great importance it 

gets the weight of three. Some parameters are however considered to be essential and are 

therefore excluded from the total score, if a solution gets the score of one on a parameter that 

is essential it gets listed as a non-working solution not suited for Modular Modeling. By 

choosing one solution per operation all requirements are considered and a possible path for 

Modular Modeling is in other words extracted .This is enough to use as a base of selection. 

The matrix template can be seen in Figure 4, Evaluation matrix template 

 

Figure 4, Evaluation matrix template 

In the second level all operations are placed in its context of Modular Modeling. The reason 

of using a second level is because the risk is quite high that a path containing the solutions 

with the highest score is not the best when using it in the complete perspective of Modular 

Modeling. Therefore the highest ranked ones have been evaluated in another matrix that puts 

it in a complete solution. In this matrix the first path has been used as reference and then the 

second path has been evaluated against the first one at each solutions and the best solution has 

been used to compare against path three etc. In this way the best solutions are the ones left at 

the last path which is the one that has been chosen. 

To be able to tell whether weighing makes any difference diagrams have been developed. The 

first shows the score and the second shows the weighed score. 

                                                
19 http://faculty.engr.utexas.edu/bickel/Papers/QSL_Comparison.pdf 

http://faculty.engr.utexas.edu/bickel/Papers/QSL_Comparison.pdf
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The most interesting solutions have been analyzed, questioned and evaluated by the experts in 

Finland and also by Jakob Åsell at MM Sweden and Edmond Leong at MM in Taiwan. 

3.4 Execution of guide and presentation 

The guide and the presentation consist of chosen material extracted during the thesis work 

mixed with instructions and explanatory text. Both of them have been checked and questioned 

by Jakob Åsell whereas refinements have been done. 
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4 RESULTS 

In this chapter the results that have been obtained with the methods and analyses described 

earlier are compiled and compared with the existing knowledge and theory presented in the 

frame of reference chapter. 

Out of the risks considered to be crucial (see, Appendix B: Analysis of Risks) the following 

one came true:  

Cannot get the school to setup a Teamcenter test environment 

Plan: 

1. Contact clients of MM and persuade them to let me test on their system.  

2. Contact Siemens to find out if there is any chance to get an account on any of their 

Teamcenter servers. 

A combination of the action plans could fortunately be implemented however it required trips 

to Finland which took some extra work and time that had rather been spent on actual thesis 

work.  

4.1 Specification of requirements to be fulfilled in the 
deployment 

Following is the list of requirements that was extracted out of the analysis of Modular 

Modeling and later used as a base for the evaluation: 

• 2D surface 

Create 2D surfaces to be used in interfaces. 

• 3D surface  

Create 3D surfaces to be used in interfaces. 

• Interface representation  

Ability to show desired attributes of the interface (female and male). Even after 

insertion in a module. 

• Reference entity  

The reference entity will be used to position the interface when it is used by 

other objects. The reference entity should fully locate the interface in all 6 

degrees of freedom.  

Required when assembling module variants and when creating and assembling 

modules. 

Reference entities must not interfere with each other when more than one 

interface of the same kind is used in the same part.  

• Information communicator  
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Clarify and enlighten users about dimensions and functionality in interfaces. 

• Create module  

The module shall be able to encapsulate all module variants and consist of 

spatial geometry boundaries in which all module variants must fit inside, it 

must also contain at least one interface and reference entities to use when 

positioning the interfaces, the modules and the module variants 

• Create architecture  

To get a physical outline of the product and to use as assembly model/template 

where modules (parts) can be replaced with module variants (assemblies).  
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• Interference check  

To detect if module variants fit inside given envelope and also to verify that 

module skeletons do not interfere with each other within an architecture. 

• Create module variant 

Create parts and assemblies (possibly with subassemblies) consisting of 

geometry driven by entities from envelope and interfaces (modules). This 

should force an update of the geometry when interfaces are being changed.  

• Replace  

A way to replace a module or module variant in an architecture. 

• Filtering modules in BOM’s 

A solution which enables elimination of modules in BOM’s. 

• Attributes to enable search in Teamcenter for: 

o Article Number or Interface Number (owned by PDM)  Interface 

o Interface Code (identifier during development)  Interface 

 

o Article Number or Module Number (owned by PDM)  Module 

o Module Code (identifier during development)  Module 

 

o Article Number or Module Variant Number (owned by PDM) Module 

variants 

o Module Code (identifier during development)  Module variants 

 

o Article Number  Components 

o Article Number or Architecture Number  Architecture 

• 2D drawings 

Mandatory for 

o Components and module variants 

Optional for  

o Interfaces, modules and architecture 
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• The deployment must be easy to adapt and understand. 

• The design process shall not be complex, on the contrary it shall encourage users to 

start using it instead of their old way of working (macros, user defined wizard, setup 

configuration and customization). 

• The presentation must be clear and easy to follow yet convey necessary information. 

4.2 Macro proposals 

In the time plan there was time set up for learning how to create macros. During the work 

following macro proposals were presented to the earlier mentioned experts in Finland: 

 

 Grouping of Product Interfaces 

 Possibility to select groups when using Wave Geometry Linker 

 Possibility to select reference sets when using Wave Geometry Linker 

 Possibility to link Product and Manufacturing Information (PMI) 

 

But in their opinion to create a macro for one of these proposals would be a thesis work in 

itself. Also I was told that next version of NX will support the function to at least one of 

those. Considering confidentiality the one cannot be pointed out. 

 

4.3 NX7.5 and Teamcenter 

The search for the best suited path of solutions that fulfills Modular Modeling required many 

CAD creations and some of them are presented below. How they are created can be viewed in 

Appendix C: Modular Modeling Training Guide for Siemens NX7.5 In Context of 

Teamcenter 6.  
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Figure 5, Interfaces 

 

Figure 6, Envelopes 

 

 

Figure 7, Modules 

 

Figure 8, Architecture and Product 
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During this phase some functionality that is missing in the software was discovered. The ones 

that are affecting Modular Modeling the most are: 

 

Not possible to: 

 Choose a reference set to display in drafting view 

 Add an associative view from one drawing into another 

 Link PMI’s 

 Display reference sets in a single part file 

4.4 Evaluation of NX and Teamcenter based solutions and 
paths 

14 matrices for the first level of evaluation and one for the second level have been extracted; 

these are all included in Appendix D: Evaluation Matrices. In total 59 solutions have been 

generated and theoretically 43 352 064 (4*6*8*1*3*1*4*2*8*7*1*2*3*4*2*1) different 

paths are possible for the 14 operations required for Modular Modeling. Out of those only 60 

(1*3*1*1*1*5*1*2*2*1*1*1) are considered to be suitable for Modular Modeling. The eight 

of these that has been given the highest scores, based on the scoring in level one, have been 

evaluated in the second level of evaluation. Out of these, the best path that requires the wave 

license and the best of those that do not require extra license have been chosen. Both of them 

fulfill all requirements put up for a fully working Modular Modeling. 

The one that does not use the Wave link license is more complicated and require more work 

and at the same time the risk that something during the design process goes wrong is higher 

than the one requiring wave-license. Considering this focus has been put on the latter one.  

For the wave license path most of the operations are easy to manage and they are robust as 

well. However the solution for information communicator requires extra hands on at one stage 

of the design phase and the solution for interference check require a work-around which are 

not as easy and intuitive as might be expected from a CAD-software distributor that are trying 

to position themselves in a world leading position.  

Since different customers might use different versions of NX one extra column has been 

inserted in the decision matrix. This one is used to verify which versions that support the 

features that is included in each solution.   

By following the path which have been chosen as best suited for Modular Modeling 

relationship links are created automatically, links that are very suitable for following up 

relations in Teamcenter. They fulfill the requirements and they can be seen in Appendix F: 

Object Relationship in NX and Teamcenter. The down side with the path considering 

Teamcenter is that creations of modules have to be made in NX and not through Teamcenter. 

The reason for this is that one of the wave features used cannot be executed in the PLM 

environment. One idea is however that only a few designers have the authority to create 

modules whereas the wave-license are only required for those.  

The diagram that have been developed in order to tell whether the weighing makes any 

difference can be viewed in Figure 9, Operation: Module creation, Series 1 is score per 

solution Series 2 is weighed score per solution here the x-axis represents different solutions 

and the y-axis represents score resp. weighed score. 
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Figure 9, Operation: Module creation, Series 1 is score per solution Series 2 is weighed score per solution 

The weighing does have a great impact. This can be seen by only looking at solution: 1, 6, 11 

and 14.  

 

The solutions have been found using ver. 7.5.0.32 of NX but during the evaluation where the 

experts from Finland were involved version 7.5.3.3 was used and thanks to this the following 

problems in ver. 7.5.0.32 could be determined as bugs: 

 Fix constraint disappears when replacing a fixed module with one of its variants 

 Click on a CSYS in the graphics window and then chose properties brings up object 

properties instead of CSYS properties 

 Inheriting PMI’s from a model into a drawing view sometimes mirrors the text 

4.5 Self training guide to deploy Modular Modeling in NX 
and Teamcenter 

The guide extracted contains theory of both basic and advanced modeling, theory of 

modularization and some explanation of how this is mixed, see Appendix C: Modular 

Modeling Training Guide for Siemens NX7.5 In Context of Teamcenter 6.  

To get the design practitioner to adopt the method and learn how to implement it in their 

design work the greater part of the guide consists of exercises. The detail level for each steps 

are highly detailed in the beginning in order to get the design practitioner familiar with the 

procedure however to avoid monotonous work where each click with the mouse is described 

the detail level decreases as the exercises proceeds. The intent with this is to enforce own 

thinking which hopefully will give a deeper understanding and greater involvement in 

Modular Modeling.   
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4.6 Presentation communicating Modular Modeling with NX 
and Teamcenter 

The presentation communicates the general idea and approach of Modular Modeling and it 

can be seen in Appendix E: Presentation of Modular Modeling in Context of Siemens NX7.5 

and Teamcenter.  This is done with an introduction of how modularization is realized and how 

different parts and assemblies are intended to work and relate to each other. This is followed 

by an explanation of the six core steps which constitute the general methodology extracted by 

MM. Interlaced in the end of each step there is a description of how the deployment of NX 

and Teamcenter is managed. 

 

The guide is structured according to the steps in the guide which enables theory review of one 

step at a time followed by exercises. This will hopefully make it easier for the customers. 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter a discussion of the results and the conclusions that have been drawn during 

the Master of Science thesis are presented.  

The best approach to prioritize which risks that should be assigned an action plan would 

probably be to follow the list below: 

1. high severity of consequences and high occurrence probability 

2. high severity of consequences and low occurrence probability 

3. high occurrence probability and low severity of consequences 

4. low occurrence probability and low severity of consequences 

The approach that I have followed prioritizes the same for number two and three in the list. 

For this analysis there would however been no difference.  

The action plan for the analysis of risks was useful. However using it brought a tiny problem 

that I had not thought of. The test environment provided at the customer of MM was running 

ver. 6 of NX which differs slightly in the features offered. This had however no major impact 

on the thesis.  

The time plan set up in the beginning has been followed with only minor changes. If I could 

do changes to it now I would shorten the “Find solutions to the demands and evaluate these” 

with one week in benefit of the “Develop an easy to follow guide” and produce a presentation 

for consultants to use”.  

On my trip to Finland where I met some of the greatest NX and Teamcenter experts in the 

country I had high expectations that the evaluation of my method would bring new simpler 

and more effective solutions, it turned out however there was little space for improvements, 

some refinements were however found. This might be seen as a verification that I have not 

missed any functionality provided by the software and it seems that I have chosen the right 

features to use.   

The software bugs mentioned earlier have slowed down the work and I have asked the person 

in charge of the software at The Royal Institute of Technology if I could get an update to the 

latest version, which is more stable, but I have not gotten any answer. 

The hardest part of the thesis has been the analyses of modularization and to be able to extract 

requirements out of this.  

The toughest part of the NX related have been to figure out how to create a module skeleton 

that updates and behaves as required and also how to create the variants in a way that they get 

automatic update when a module is being changed. 

As mentioned in the Results chapter there is some functionality missing in the software and 

because of this there are some workarounds required to fully deploy Modular Modeling 

whereas all operations do not run as smoothly as they could. Hopefully MM will be able to 

enlighten Siemens about the necessity of these functions whereas they will implement new 

functionality that covers this in future versions of the software.  

In the end my opinion is that the list of operations extracted from the list of requirements 

fulfills all requirements for a fully working Modular Modeling™ deployment. I also believe 

that I have found good solutions to the included operations and that the results of the guide 

and the presentation material will, in a pedagogical way, communicate the theory of Modular 
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Modeling and at the same time it will teach them how to deploy it in Siemens NX7.5 and 

Teamcenter.  
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this chapter, recommendations on more detailed solutions and/or future work in this field 

are presented.  

Since there might be great differences in the products that the customers develop I would 

recommend customizing the guide for each customer in order to get them to easier understand 

and adopt the deployment.  

Deployments for version 5 and 6 of NX should be performed since there are many companies 

having the procedure to not use the latest software versions considering the risk of instability. 

For this the evaluation matrices already extracted should be used.  

Continuous updates of the guide and the presentation should be performed in order to 

eliminate ambiguities.  

Continue the analysis of how module drivers and interfaces can be realized by Modular 

Modeling. 

Develop macros or establish a partnership with Siemens PLM to improve their software to fix 

the highlighted limitations in the software.  
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